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Agenda

+ Committee goal
+ Jacques Cartier Pedestrian and Bicycle Path 

Network
+ Maintenance and operations
+ Work and projects
+ Next steps
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Advisory Committee

+ Formalize and structure discussions 
about the Jacques Cartier Bridge 
bicycle path network with cyclist 
groups and partners

+ Monitor current issues and provide 
quarterly reports for ongoing projects

Goal



The Jacques Cartier Pedestrian 
and Bicycle Path Network
Territory, sections and markers
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JCCBI territory

Pedestrian and bicycle path network

Montreal

Longueuil
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Path characteristics

Montreal

Longueuil
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Sections and markers

Pedestrian and bicycle path network

Street lights

Joints



Maintenance and operations
Safety improvements to the pedestrian and bicycle 
path network
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Maintenance and operations
Partners suggestions:
+ Follow-up on talks with Coalition Montréal
+ Daily hazard reports

Work plan for summer 2017:
+ Increased SQ presence on the bicycle path
+ Pilot project (six SQ cadets on the path)

- Educating people about safe behaviour
- Helping pedestrians and cyclists get along
- Ensuring that users and workers are courteous to 

each other



Work and projects
Improvements to the pedestrian and bicycle path 
network
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Major projects (2017-2018) affecting the bicycle path network

Work and projects

+ Illumination
+ Separation of the bicycle path and sidewalk
+ Safety improvements to the pedestrian and bicycle path network
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Illumination
+ Goal 

- Make the bicycle path and sidewalk safer 
for users

+ Work types
- Removal of temporary junction boxes
- Permanent electrical wiring installed 

under the bridge
+ Schedule overview

- Electrical wiring work (late summer 2017)
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Separation of the bicycle path and sidewalk

+ Goal
- Make the bicycle and pedestrian networks 

safer by reducing risks related to pedestrians 
on the bicycle path

+ Work types
- Signage and markings

+ Schedule overview
- Separation work (fall 2017)
- Installation of a pedestrian staircase 

(spring 2018)
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Sidewalk

Bicycle Path

Stairs
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Replacement of guard rails
+ Goal

- Make the bicycle path and sidewalk safer for 
users

- Allow snow removal on the network

+ Work types
- Replacing and securing guard rails
- Installing protective plates on the guard rails and 

steel tracks over components with sharp edges

+ Schedule overview
- Work to secure guard rails 

(fall 2017 to summer 2018)



Next steps
Contact and next meetings
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Next steps
Winter maintenance
+ Pilot testing in the planning stage: Implementation plan and follow-up at the next 

meeting on the request for campaign to help pedestrians and cyclists get along
Points de contact
+ Advisory committee: Julie Paquet

(jpaquet@pjcci.ca / 450-651-8771, extension 2232)
+ Complaints and suggestions:

communications@pjcci.ca or via Twitter @pontJCBridge

Calendrier de rencontres
+ End of August / early September
+ December
+ March
+ June

mailto:jpaquet@pjcci.ca
mailto:communications@pjcci.ca
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